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Abstract In this work, cellulose nanoparticles (CNP) reinforcement on synthetic
rubber (SR)/polylactic acid (PLA) blend was investigated. Initially, SR/PLA blend
was prepared by varying SR from 5 to 20 wt%. Later, a fixed amount (3 wt%) of
CNP was added and resulting effect on mechanical, thermal, and dynamic properties
was studied. The results show the addition of CNP in SR/PLA blend resulted in
*147 and *196% improvement in tensile strength and storage modulus, respectively. In addition, impact strength of SR/PLA blend was almost doubled after CNP
incorporation. An improvement of *4.5% in the thermal stability of SR/PLA was
also observed.
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Introduction
Eco-friendly and cost-effective biocomposite materials have slowly found their
position in many sectors including packaging, automotive, household items, medical
equipment, and building material industries [1, 2]. The main advantage of
biocomposites over petroleum-based composites is their biodegradability and
renewability [3]. Development in the use of bioplastic materials in biocomposites is
proceeding rapidly; yet, there are several issues such as poor biocompatibility,
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strength, heat resistance, and ease of processing which hinder their applications at
large scale. Moreover, the production cost of bioplastics is very high compared to
petroleum-based polymers [4]. Among bioplastics, polylactic acid (PLA) is one of
the well-known biopolymers mainly due to its high mechanical properties and heat
resistance as compared to other bioplastics [5]. Yet, it requires substantial
improvements including mechanical properties and thermal stability to be
compatible with the conventional plastics.
PLA is one the most favourable thermoplastic aliphatic polyesters, which is fully
biodegradable and can be processed similar to polyolefins [6]. It exhibits high
stiffness, high tensile strength, and good optical properties that make PLA attractive
for many packing and household applications [7]. However, to make PLA also
feasible for structural, automotive, and other high performance market applications,
new compositions have to be introduced to overcome the low thermal stability, poor
toughness, poor impact strength, and poor processability of PLA [8, 9]. Therefore,
to improve the mechanical properties of semi-crystalline polymers such as PLA,
addition of elastomer is widely reported [10]. Moreover, similarity in the chemical
composition of semi-crystalline thermoplastics such as PLA, with elastomers such
as synthetic rubber (SR), helps to improve the interfacial interaction in their
immiscible blend. Even at low interfacial adhesion, these immiscible blends are
widely used, because they produce enough toughening to meet the industry
requirements. Similarly, addition of natural elastomers showed to enhance PLA
matrix performance [8, 11]. Studies reported a compatible cross-linking between
netlike epoxidised NR (ENR) phase and PLA matrix [12]. A sharp transition from
brittle to ductile behaviour, and 15 times improvement in impact strength was
observed with addition of 40 wt% of ENR to PLA. An improvement in physical and
mechanical properties of PLA was reported by adding 10 wt% of SR through melt
compounding at 180 °C, 15 min, and 100 rpm [13]. Moreover, addition of 10 wt%
of SR toughened PLA composites resulted in higher impact strength and elongation
at break values [14]. This is due to the rapid crystallisation that imparts tear growth
resistance and high tensile strength properties to SR [15].
Thermal stability of PLA is another drawback which eventually affects its
processing and performance in different applications. Low heat distortion temperature (HDT) of PLA limits its applications in biocomposites processed at
temperatures exceeding 60 °C [16, 17]. Moreover, due to the degradation of PLA
which takes place at about 180 °C, the colour of PLA changes from transparent
yellow to light transparent brown which designates thermal degradation [18]. Low
HDT could be the main reason that prevents PLA to replace the conventional
plastics for higher temperature applications.
To improve the thermal properties and maintain the biodegradability of PLA,
reinforcement of lignocellulosic fibres was found beneficial [19]. Processing
stability of PLA at 200 °C was confirmed by addition of 5 wt% of cellulose
nanoparticles [20]. Thermal stability of composite is directly linked to the
crystallinity level of the matrix, and therefore, incorporation of a crystalline fibre
such as cellulose was reported favourable. Among wood components, only cellulose
is crystalline, while hemicellulose and lignin are non-crystalline. Cellulose has
generated lot of interest in both academic and industrial fields due to their
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lightweight and worldwide availability. So far, studies are concerned with aspect
ratio, geometry, and dispersion of cellulose particles in the matrix, which can
notably affect the reinforced biocomposite properties. As a result, research is still
active in this area to improve the processing and the performance of such
compositions.
Cellulosic fibres are widely available, inexhaustible, and inexpensive material.
Bioplastics production is costly; therefore, incorporation of bioplastics with
cellulosic fibres can be considered cost-effective. Despite notable improvements
and advantages, reinforcement of PLA with cellulosic fibres requires in-depth
understanding in several mechanical aspects, especially impact resistance [21]. This
is related to the increase in the crystallinity which increases the viscosity of the
composites. At high contents, it can notably decrease the composite processability.
Increase in the crystalline structure makes the composite fragile that directly affects
the impact strength of the composite. It was understood that an optimum amount of
SR and cellulose nanoparticles (CNP) could improve impact and tensile strength of
PLA, respectively. It was, therefore, found interesting to study if incorporation of an
optimum amount of cellulose nanoparticles (CNP) and SR (at the same time) can
enhance the thermal and mechanical performance of PLA.
In this study, standard tests were performed to achieve the optimum amount of
reinforcement content as well as the best processing condition. The tests include
mechanical testing, morphological analysis, thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA),
and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Minor drawbacks were observed which
were recovered by introducing an SR. SR, a rubbery cis l,4 polyisoprene, is a
versatile and adaptable material which has been used successfully in engineering
applications [22, 23]. SR has excellent dynamic properties, excellent resistance to
fatigue, cut growth and tearing, high resilience, low heat build-up, efficient bonding
to reinforcing materials, low cost, and ease of manufacture. However, SR is mainly
used as a modifier to improve the bonding between matrix and natural fillers by
improving the surface of natural filler [24]. The main advantage of SR over other
conventional rubber is its wider range of operating temperature. It has the ability to
carry a high load under compression, yet function at high strains and low stiffness
compared to metals. In applications where transparency or light colours are
required, the application of SR becomes more essential and beneficial as SR has a
yellowish-brown hue [25]. This advantage has shifted the attentions of industries
and scientists towards the production and use of SR instead of natural rubber.
Processing of SR/PLA and CNP/SR/PLA blend was according to the optimised
conditions obtained earlier using response surface methodology.

Experimental
Materials
Synthetic Liquid polyisoprene (LIR-30, Molecular weight: 28,000, Tg: -63 °C by
Kuraray Co. Ltd., Japan) was used as the plasticiser. Polylactic acid (Ingeo
biopolymer, grade 2003 D, melt index 6 g/10 min, density 1.22 g/cm3) was
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provided by Nature Works LLC product, USA. CNP was prepared based on our
earlier study [26].
Preparation of CNP
CNP was prepared based on our earlier investigation on kenaf fibre through three
continues stages of treatment: mercerisation (first stage), bleaching (second stage),
and sonication (third stage) [27]. Chemical treatments were done using a vapour line
autoclave. The optimal parameters for extraction of CNP were found to be 0.2 g of
NaOH/4 g of kenaf fibre at first stage, 5 ml of NaClO2/4 g of kenaf fibre at the
second stage, and 20 min of sonication period during the third stage. Later,
compatibility of the extracted CNP with pure PLA was confirmed through our
earlier study [28]. Addition of 3 wt% of CNP improved the PLA tensile strength by
25%. Figure 1, presents morphological properties characteristic of the extracted
CNP.
Preparation of composite blends
Blends were prepared according to the formulation presented in Table 1 using
Brabender PL2000-6 twinscrew compounder at 180 °C, 10 min, and 100 rpm.
The optimum composition with highest impact and thermal stability was selected
for the preparation of final biocomposite blend (PNR). To prepare PNR, 3 wt%
of CNP was gradually added to the stabilised and homogeneous SR/PLA blend.

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrographs of neat CNP
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Table 1 Composition and name tags of prepared samples
Sample name

PLA content (wt%)

SR content (wt%)

CNP content (wt%)

PLA

100

–

–

PR1

95

5

–

PR2

90

10

–

PR3

85

15

–

PR4

80

20

–

PNR

87

10

3

Prior to compounding, CNP and PLA granules were dried at 60 °C for 12 h. All
compounds were moulded into BS6746 and ASTM D256 standard moulds using
a bench top injection moulding machine (RR3400, RAY-RAN Injection
Moulding Machine, United Kingdom), at 180 and 90 °C for barrel and mould
temperatures, respectively. Holding time for the BS6746 and ASTM D256
samples was 4 and 8 s, respectively. All specimens were conditioned at ambient
condition for 48 h before conducting any tests. Pure PLA was used as reference
for comparison purpose.
Characterisations
Mechanical properties
Tensile properties The moulded composite samples were tested according to
BS6746 standard using tensile tester, TOYOSEIKI Strograph R-1 equipped with a
load cell of 1 kN at a crosshead speed of 5 mm min-1. Seven samples for each
composition were tested and an average of five repeatable values was taken.
Impact properties All impact samples were cut into rectangular specimens and
notched. The Izod impact tests were conducted according to ASTM D256 using
CEAST (Model CE UM-636) Impact Pendulum Tester, with a 4 J hammer. Seven
specimens were tested and at least five replicate specimens were presented as an
average of tested specimens.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
Dynamic storage modulus (E0 ), and mechanical tan d were measured using a
dynamic mechanical analyser (Perkin Elmer Diamond DMA Lab System). The scan
was made from 30 to 120 °C at 3 °C/min at a frequency of 1 Hz. The samples were
cut out to the dimension of 25 9 6 9 2 mm from compression moulded slabs. To
establish the experimental reproducibility of DMA data, three identical samples
were tested in the same mode and conditions, and the result with reproducible glass
transition temperature (Tg) was reported.
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Thermal analysis (TGA/DSC)
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
measurements were carried out using Perkin Elmer simultaneous thermal analyser
(STA 6000, USA). The TGA was conducted in a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating
rate of 10 °C min-1 from room temperature to 700 °C.
Morphological properties
Fractured tensile and impact samples surface were observed using Field Emission
Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) (FEI QUANTA 400F) at 20 kV.

Results and discussion
Mechanical properties
Tensile strength and Young’s modulus
Mechanical test results including tensile strength and Young’s modulus were plotted
and presented in Fig. 2a. It is well known that the blend properties are directly
influenced by the nature of the matrix and the adhesion between the components
[29, 30]. As observed, the addition of 5 wt% SR drastically reduced the tensile
strength of the biocomposites blend by *50%. This may be due to different
polarities of PLA and SR that makes them immiscible and hence causing defects
and voids at the SR/PLA interface resulting in reduced tensile strength. Furthermore, increasing the SR loading the tensile strength dropped steadily. At 20 wt%
SR, loading the tensile strength of the biocomposite blend dropped by *80%.
Similar, drop in the tensile strength was also reported elsewhere, where authors
reported composites with high impact properties with notably weak tensile
properties. They reported *35 and *37% reduction in tensile strength of
composites (based on addition of 10 wt% of SR in PLA) prepared through melt
compounding [13, 14]. Similar trend was observed for tensile modulus also where

Fig. 2 Tensile strength and modulus: a SR/PLA and b CNP/SR/PLA
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the stiffness of the biocomposite blend decreased with increasing SR loading. In
general, the addition of a soft segment of rubber into a hard segment of PLA causes
deterioration in the strength and modulus of the blend but improves the elasticity of
the blend. Surprisingly, addition of a nucleating agent was also found ineffective to
overcome the compatibility issue between PLA and SR [31].
Based on results, addition of up to 10 wt% SR to PLA improved the tensile
strength and Young’s modulus. Therefore, based on the observations, PR2
composition was selected to blend 3 wt% of CNP for preparation of PNR
biocomposites. This was done to recover both the properties of the biocomposite
blend. As depicted in Fig. 2b, the addition of CNP in PR2 blend resulted in an
exceptional improvement in the tensile strength (*147%) and tensile modulus
(*92%) of the biocomposites. The resulting PNR blend values were comparable to
the pure PLA value. This drastic improvement in the PNR blend properties was
believed to be due to the strong interactions between polymeric groups of PLA and
hydroxyl groups of CNP [32, 33]. These active hydroxyl groups acted as a bridge
between the two immiscible matrices leading to good compatibilising effects and
hence forming continues phase in the blend.
Impact strength
Figure 3 presents the impact strength of SR/PLA blend and CNP/SR/PLA
biocomposite blend. The addition of SR remarkably improved the impact strength
of PLA. The may be due to the toughness imparted by rubber phase giving
additional movement to the PLA chains and providing an increased flexibility to the
blend. The impact strength of PR2 blend was nearly doubled compared to neat PLA
samples. As the SR content increased above 10 wt%, the occurrence of voids in
PLA matrix becomes more prominent, indicating poor miscibility of the blends.
These voids disrupt the continuity of the matrix leading to inefficient transfer of

Fig. 3 Impact strength of SR/PLA and CNP/SR/PLA biocomposites
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stress within the matrix. Moreover, reduction in area, due to a crack or void, results
in a localised increase in stress. A material can fail, via a propagating crack, when a
concentrated stress exceeds the material’s theoretical cohesive strength. This is also
evident from the results where 20 wt% SR loading shows the lower impact
properties compared to 10 wt% SR loading. However, event at 20 wt% SR loading,
it should be noted that the impact strength was reasonably higher (36%) compared
to Pure PLA.
The addition of 3 wt% CNP to the blend with SR and PLA slightly reduced its
impact strength by 10% (PNR compared to PR2), indicating the change in the
properties of blend from ductile to brittle. This is also evident form the FESEM
analysis (Fig. 11c) showing a wavy fractured pattern which correspondence to
brittle fracture. This transition in the property of the blend is attributed to the
improved interfacial bonding between two immiscible matrices due to the addition
of CNP. During the impact, the brittle samples work hardens without undergoing
plastic deformation at the notch, which significantly reduces the energy absorbing
capacity of the material leading to brittle fracture of the sample. However, the
presence of SR as a toughner helped in retaining the impact strength of the PNR
biocomposite blend. The other reason for the decline in the PNR blend impact
property could be due to the agglomeration of CNP which might act as stress
concentration point, resulting in a localised increase in the stress, leading to early
failure of the samples. However, it is clear that the presence of SR and CNP was
essential to maintain tensile properties of PLA while improving its impact resistant
properties.
Dynamical properties
Storage modulus (E0 )
To study the viscoelastic behaviour of biocomposites, storage modulus (E0 ) was
estimated. Higher E0 values indicated the rigidity of biocomposites. Samples glass
transition (Tg) temperature was obtained based on their damping factor (a). E0 value
decreased through all samples with increasing temperature (Fig. 4a, b). This was

Fig. 4 Viscoelastic behaviour (storage modulus): a SR/PLA and b CNP/SR/PLA
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linked to the increase in viscosity and flexibility of polymer chains which reduced
the rigid interface between CNP and PR2 matrix [34, 35].
As the temperature increased to 120 °C, PR2, PR3, PR4, and PNR compositions
showed much higher storage modulus values than that of PLA. This was due to the
stress transfer from PLA to both SR and CNP while as observed, CNP showed
greater capabilities in this case. In addition, reinforcement of rigid nano filler like
CNP increases the biocomposite stiffness and thermal stability. This was observed
both in dynamical and thermal analysis as PNR samples revealed superior
properties. This was linked to the preparation process of CNP which notably
reduced its moisture absorbing capacity. Hydrophobic fibres show better wetting
ability as compared to hydrophilic fibres and result in stronger bonding with the
rubber matrix; moisture content acts as a barrier and prevents the wetting process.
The improvement in storage modulus for PNR samples was also linked to the high
surface area of CNP (Fig. 1). Higher surface area of nanoparticles led to a better
interaction within the matrix and resulted higher storage modulus values than PR
samples. To further study the incorporation influence of CNP with PR2 matrix, the
relative normalised storage modulus (E*) was calculated using Eq. 1 and the results
were presented in Fig. 5:
0

0

E ¼ EC =Em

ð1Þ

where E0 C and E0 m were storage modulus of biocomposites and PLA matrix,
respectively, with selected temperatures at different nanofiller loadings. The values
were more pronounced at higher temperatures (above Tg). As expected, the results
revealed an increase in storage modulus value for all PR samples with increase in
SR content, while this improvement was best presented in PR2 samples. Therefore,
PR2 was approved to be the suitable composition to host CNP for preparation of
PNR samples. PNR samples showed notably higher storage modulus values as
compared to all samples including PLA. This was due to the improvement in

Fig. 5 Normalised storage modulus of SR/PLA and CNP/SR/PLA biocomposites
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Table 2 Variations of
biocomposites modulus
retention

Specimen

C

Modulus retention %
E0 60/E0 30

E0 90/E0 30

E0 120/E0 30

PLA

–

83.43

0.32

0.46

PR1

1.98

62.44

0.30

0.23

PR2

0.16

66.91

0.12

2.82

PR3

0.24

88.24

0.17

1.88

PR4

0.76

85.49

0.23

0.60

PNR

0.42

85.27

0.36

1.08

thermal stability of the composition followed by the addition of CNP. However, at
120 °C, it should be noted that PR2 presented a slightly higher storage modulus
value than PNR which was linked to the minor degradation of CNP at *120 °C.
Through similar studies, samples showed higher E0 values at their rubbery state
as compared to glassy state [36]. Above Tg, the variance in E0 values was easily
distinguished due to the matrix shift from glassy state to rubbery state. The variation
of biocomposites modulus retention was presented in Table 1. The influence of CNP
and SR on the modulus of the PLA matrix was determined and validated by
coefficient ‘‘C’’ using Eq. 2; where E0 G and E0 R were storage modulus values in
glassy and rubbery regions, respectively. The obtained E0 values at 30 and 120 °C
were arbitrarily selected (below and above Tg) as E0 G and E0 R, respectively. Lower
‘‘C’’ values were preferred as they were presenting higher efficiency of reinforcing
PLA matrix with SR and CNP, respectively (Table 2):


ð2Þ
C ¼ EG0 =ER0 biocomposites = EG0 =ER0 PLA :
When comparing the PR samples, the addition of SR to PLA matrix more than
10 wt% was found less beneficial to obtain a favourable ‘‘C’’ value. This was linked
to the increase in samples elasticity at higher SR contents [37]. Incorporation of
CNP into PR2 retained the C value at low level and slightly improved the modulus
retention values.
Tangent delta (tan d)
The tan d curves as a function of temperature were determined and studied using
Eq. 3. The tan d curves were presented in Fig. 6:
tand ¼ E00 =E0 :

ð3Þ

Samples Tg was estimated based on the main peak of tan d curve [38]. Samples
had relatively close Tg values. It was observed that PLA, PR1, PR2, PR3, PR4, and
PNR samples have a Tg value of 68.99, 68.31, 69.65, 69.08, 69.61, and 70.80 °C,
respectively. PLA and PR blends showed relatively similar thermograms, showing
that SR had a minor influence on cold crystallisation of PLA phase. Similar results
were reported by Chuanhui et al., where like compositions were prepared [39]. High
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Fig. 6 Viscoelastic behaviour (tan d); a SR/PLA and b CNP/SR/PLA

immiscibility encourages coalescence of the dispersed phase as phase separation is
preferred in such blends. Increase in the SR content (PR1–PR4) increased the
immiscibility between PLA and SR; therefore, the SR dispersed particles clustered
in their phase causing the coalescence. As comparing PR2 with PNR, the slight shift
in Tg value from 69.65 to 70.80 °C was linked to the reduction in rubber chain
mobility [13, 40]. This was due to the incorporation of high-energy surface of CNP
as it strongly interacted with PLA matrix and improved its abrasion and tear
resistance and shifted its affinity toward elastomeric phase [41, 42]. Apparently
thermal history and molecular mobility play more important roles in the
determination of relaxation processes and glass transition than interactions.
Through similar studies, scientists linked the height of the tan d to the motion of
free main segments of molecular chains [43]. The addition of SR and later CNP
notably reduced this motion and decreased the height, respectively (Fig. 6a, b). In
addition, in terms of damping, the increase in SR content was found beneficial as it
slightly decreased the PLA tan d value. This value notably decreased following the
introduction of CNP to PR2/PLA matrix. This was found to be due to the nanofiller
toughening effect as well as increase in biocomposites elastic response [44, 45].
Also following the preparation method, it could be due to the sheared surface of
nano filler particles which allow a better stress transfer [34]. Samples elasticity
behaviour can be directly influenced by the damping (molecular mobility) in the
stress transition region [46]. In this study, this negative influence was reduced by
incorporation of CNP as the stress was transferred from matrix to the nano fillers.
Similar observations were obtained as scientists reinforced polyurethane matrix
with CNP [47]. This improvement was related to the strong physical H bonding and
covalent linkages between the matrix and the nanofiller.
Thermal properties
TGA
Throughout all compositions, the addition of SR was found favourable. PR2 showed
to have the highest thermal stability as compared to PR1, PR3, and PR4 (Fig. 7). In
conjunction with morphological, mechanical, and dynamical results, thermal
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Fig. 7 SR/PLA blend TGA and DTG curves

Fig. 8 CNP/SR/PLA blend TGA and DTG curves

analysis agreed on selection of PR2 as the optimum composition. Later, the addition
of CNP to PR2 composition enhanced the thermal stability of PLA by *20 °C
(Fig. 8). CNP has a hydrogen-bonded structure that leads to a low thermal
conductivity during thermal degradation [48]. The resistance in thermal conductivity delayed the weight loss of the reinforced biocomposite, and therefore, the
overall thermal stability of PNR was enhanced. In addition, the thermal
improvement was linked to the preparation technique of CNP which was designed
to improve the nanoparticles thermal stability by removing lignin and hemicellulose
from kenaf fibre. Meanwhile, PNR showed lower thermal stability as compared to
PR2 which was linked to the degradation of CNP at high temperatures (above
300 °C).
Thermal analysis is important to investigate thermal decomposition of biocomposites. The weight loss of biocomposites due to formation of volatile materials
after degradation as a function of temperature was summarised in Table 3. For each
sample, three stages of weight loss were selected [after 10% (T10), 50% (T50), and
90% (T90)]. Overall, it was observed that T10, T50, and T90 of PLA increased with
increase in both SR and CNP contents. As comparing the results at T90, 10 wt% of
SR (PR2) increased the thermal stability of PLA by 4%, while the combination of
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Table 3 TGA results for PLA,
PR, and PNR biocomposites

Sample name

T10

T50

T90

PLA

333.71

356.64

371.24

PR1

334.68

360.42

376.6

PR2

345.15

369.93

387.09

PR3

339.37

363.79

385.24

PR4

338.03

363.83

387.73

PNR

339.32

364.34

382.87

10 wt% of SR and 3 wt% of CNP (PNR) increased this value by 3%. Hence, in this
case, the effect of SR on thermal stability of PLA was more sensible as compared to
CNP. This improvement was observed up to addition of 10 wt% of SR and at higher
concentrations declining effect on thermal stability of PLA was detected.
DSC
In addition to TGA, DSC analysis was carried out to further analyse the structure of
PLA with addition of SR and CNP. The results of this analysis were presented in
Fig. 9. Tg, (determined at the peak of exothermic area) and melting temperature
(Tm) (determined at the peak of endothermic melting area) were observed. It was
earlier observed that the Tg of all PR and PNR blends was located at nearly same
temperature (*70 °C). This indicated that the addition of SR and CNP did not have
a noticeable effect on the glass transition behaviour of PLA. Studies reported similar
behaviour (minor change in Tg value with addition of SR) and average Tg values at
*58, *63, *62 °C were reported, respectively [49–51]. The results in this study
were approximately 10 °C higher as compared to the mentioned studies, which was
linked to the optimised interaction between SR and PLA matrix which increased its
stability, and therefore, higher glass transition value was obtained. Above Tg, PLA

Fig. 9 DSC curves of PLA and PLA-based blends
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performed an aging peak in the range from 70 to 90 °C which was related to the
aging of amorphous polymer [50]. This observation became less sensible for other
samples (especially for PNR), as crystalline structures (SR and CNP) were
introduced with the addition of SR. The double peak melting point of PR3 (at
151.25 and 153.97 °C) was linked to two stages of melting. This mainly happens for
biocomposites with non-homogeneous structure; more perfect crystalline structures
melt at higher temperatures and, therefore, result in two peaks [52]. PLA melting
point (Tm) was observed at 152.43 °C, while with a slight increase, PR2 and PNR
melted at 157.18 and 154.49 °C. The slight delay in melting point of PLA was
similarly linked to the increase in crystalline structure of biocomposite with addition
of SR and CNP as the viscosity and flexibility of polymer chains were increased.
Morphological properties
Two individual phases in the SR/PLA blends were detectible (Fig. 10). During both
tensile and impact test, many SR particles were pulled out from the PLA matrix and
voids were created (Fig. 10a, b). As comparing Fig. 10a with c, it was observed that
the biocomposite morphology became more complex and flocculated with increase
in SR content. This showed the adequacy and compatibility of 10 wt% of SR
blended with PLA. This was related to the increase in the interaction between the
two components (SR and PLA). Samples PR3 and PR4 presented notable air
pockets, which were linked to the air bubbles that were introduced during the
preparation process (highlighted in Fig. 10e–h). In addition to thermal and
mechanical observations, the morphological studies agreed on the inefficiency of
PR3 and PR4 compositions for a desirable performance. The voids had their
negative influence on mechanical properties and notably decreased the tensile
strength of samples (Fig. 2).
The voids did not only affect the tensile performance, but also the impact
resistance of samples. The effectiveness of SR is controlled by many factors such as
type and blend ratio of rubber, size and shape of the rubber phase, interaction
between rubber particles and matrix, compounding process, processing temperature,
etc. At concentrations higher than 10 wt% of SR, the voids were created and
prevented SR to play its role as a plasticiser and declining results on impact strength
were detected (Fig. 3). It was understood that the improvement in the impact
strength of PR2 was directly linked to the optimum interfacial adhesion between SR
and PLA.
A detailed discussion about CNP thermal, structural, and morphological
properties was presented in our earlier study [27]. One of the main drawbacks of
CNP is the aggregation, which could result in an inhomogeneous stress transfer
from matrix to nanoparticles. The presence of SR and selection of compounding
process instead of solvent casting were the two solutions found to this issue. As
observed in Fig. 1, CNP appeared in aggregated nanospherical shapes prior to
reinforcement, while the same nanoparticles were less aggregated and evenly
dispersed after the reinforcement process (Fig. 11b). It was understood that SR
made nanoparticles movement easier through the matrix and the shearing force
through compounding enforced the nanoparticles to form homogenously.
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Fig. 10 Biocomposites scanning electron micrographs; tensile fracture surface of a R1, c PR2, e PR3,
and g PR4; Izod impact fracture surface of b PR1, d PR2, f PR3, and h PR4
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Fig. 11 Scanning electron micrographs of a PLA and b PNR

Figure 11a shows the failure of PLA matrix due to brittle fracture as indicated by
the appearance of wavy lines and smooth fracture surface. The addition of SR as a
plasticiser notably reduced the brittle structure of PLA and increased the ductility of
the composite blen. However, at higher concentrations of SR, an uneven dispersion
of SR in the PLA matrix was observed, leaving some voids in the PLA matrix. The
very clear interface between the PLA matrix and SR particles can be attributed to
poor interfacial compatibility between the two phases at higher SR content that later
notably affected tensile strength properties of composite blend.

Conclusions
In this study, SR/PLA biocomposites were reinforced with 3 wt% of CNP through
melt compounding technique. It was observed that PLA with 10 wt% of SR was
found to be the optimum composition to host 3 wt% of CNP. Incorporation of
3 wt% CNP in SR/PLA blend resulted in *147, *196, and *200% improvement
in tensile strength, storage modulus, and impact strength, respectively. The addition
of CNP also enhanced the viscoelastic behaviour of PR2 blend and also reducing the
damping effect. Moreover, the presence of SR resulted in a homogeneous dispersion
of CNP in the blend. The addition of CNP together with SR was found essential to
retain both the tensile properties and impact resistant properties of SR/PLA blend.
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